
CHECK OUT DETAILS OF HISTORY AND LEGACY OF TAMILROCKERS 2019 
 
Tamilrockers 2019 was a torrent website which facilitates the illegal and pirated distribution 

of the copyrighted material. This includes movies, television shows, web series, songs, 
music videos and more. This site is based in India and it features almost all the Indian films, 
mainly Tamil and also the dubbed versions of the Hollywood movies. Users can easily find 
movies from any film industry on this website and it allows them to search for any movie they 
like and then they can just watch and download it as well. The download of movies, web 
series or any other copyrighted content is only possible with the help of torrent files and 
magnet links which actually facilitates file sharing.  
 
They also have many telegram groups and channels which have thousands of subscribers 
and provide content there as well. And so you won’t be surprised to know that Tamil Rockers 
was among the 10 most popular torrent websites in the list of ‘TorrentFreak’s Top 10 Most 
Popular Torrent Sites of 2020.  
 
As it was a torrent website, ISPs in India were ordered to block access to it. The website 
however continues to operate by switching to a number of new web addresses. There are 
many more details about it, of its history and legacy which you will find out in the article.  
 
History of tamilrockers 2019 
 
When we look at the history of Tamil Rockers, they initially started as a bootleg recording 
network which was started and founded in the year 2011. Then, later after a few years, it 
became a torrent website for people around the world which leaks the Indian films and links 
to the pirates copies of these films, mainly Tamil movies and web-series. It also provided 
people with the dubbed version of the Hollywood films in the Indian languages, along with 
the original English audio of it. 
 
Then, as tamilrockers 2019 is a torrent and illegal website, three men who were behind the 

making and starting of this website were arrested in 2018 on 14 March. One of these three 
men was believed to be the administrator of the website.  
 
Then, after a few years, on 19 October 2019, this website went offline. The reason for it was 
believed to be the intervention of Amazon, which issued many DMCA takedown notices 
against it. Though, after a while the site went offline, it came back online again and so 
continued to be used by people.  
 

Details of Legacy of tamilrockers 2019 
 

 
1. Feature of Tamil Rockers in Movies- As tamilrockers was loved by people to watch 

and download movies and it had made its online presence strong, there is no shock 
to know that it has also made its cameo in many Tamil movies, which also includes a 
movies which is named after the website only and starring Premgi Amaren. It was 
released on 31 December 2021.  

 
There was also a web series released by SonyLIV on 2 July 2022 which was named 
‘Tamil Rockerz’. This series was all about cybercrime and online piracy, starred Vani 
Bhojan and Arun Vijay & was directed by Arivazhagan. 

 

 

https://www.whatidea1.com/2020/02/tamilrockers-2019-tamil-movies-download.html


2. Unofficial Clones of tamilrockers 2019- So ever since the official website of Tamil 
Rockers went offline, there have been many other clone websites of it and mainly 2 which 
were named as- Tamil Blasters and TamilMV. These websites have also been targeted by 
the ISPs to be blocked. A complaint with police in India was also filed against all the three 
websites, Tamil Rockers, TamilMV and Tamil Blasters by Disney Star, which is a subsidiary 
of ‘The Walt Disney Company’ in May 2022. 

 

 

 

 


